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HEREFORD QUAKERS             

          NEWSLETTER                  

                        June   2020 

 Zoom Times                                                      
Area Meeting   Saturday, 13th June – Friends 
wishing to attend should contact John York 
Skinner at assistant.clerk@smquakers.org.uk                                                   
Meetings for Worship                                         
Sundays 10.15 for 10.30- 11am                                                                              
Friendly chats         Tues 11am,   Thurs  4pm                            
Book Group    Thurs  18th June   - 7.30pm               
The Spy of Venice- Benet Brandreth                              

Clerk’s Comment           Greetings Friends. Well I survived my 
first Meeting for Worship for Business, and it was our first online – a 
double initiation! I was totally exhausted at the end of one and half 
hours, but at the same time I felt very supported by Friends. Thank 
you! I have since had time to look at the recent advice from Quaker 
Life and Woodbrooke on Business Meetings during Covid 19. They 
concur that:-                                                                                            

 Screen time can be tiring and that a meeting can seem 
longer online.                                                                                                                  

 Good preparation by all participants is helpful with draft 
minutes prepared and those who wish to speak do so in a 
crisp and succinct manner.                                                                                                              

 This in no way inhibits the Spirit, but rather allows space for 
those silent moments for discernment.                                                                   

 An interesting suggestion is to have a Q & A session prior to 
deciding the agenda to enable a more inclusive preparation. 

We all know video conferencing has its limitations but I believe it is 
the best way of communicating and retaining a sense of community 
at the present time.                                                                                           
The Threshing Meeting  (17th March) regarding BYM finances did 
not take place because of lockdown. In these changed 
circumstances we will re-consider the way forward at a later date. 

Area Meeting will be online on Saturday 13th June. The main item 

for discernment will be ‘The Future of Area Meeting’, especially 
considering ‘simpler meetings’. Please see the papers for the cancelled 
March AM. Stevie asks ‘how can we renew our community of Friends so 
that it liberates and supports us all to follow the leadings of the Spirit?’ If 
you missed the discussion we had on this theme via Zoom on Tuesday 26th 
May, but would like to contribute your thoughts, then please send them to 
Susanna Grunsell who will include them with the outcome of our 
discussion, or if you wish, send directly to Stevie Krayer. 

Come and join us!                                                                          
So far we have had six Mtgs for Worship, with on 
average fifteen in attendance. This has become a 
regular group so it must be working. The silence and 
feeling of oneness is particularly powerful.  We do 
appreciate  the time and patience Audrey has given to 
getting this up and running.                                                                          
The two chat sessions during the week have  fewer 
participants but is a wonderful way of getting know 
each other on a more personal level as we share 
anecdotes and reminice about aspects of our lives.                                                                        
For me personally the whole Zoom phenomenon has 
enhanced my life. For a year I’ve been prevented from 
attending now I can attend in my armchair. I’m getting 
to know Friends who I didn’t know existed and 
getting to know better Friends I thought I knew 
well!     Thank you again Audrey and Kathy and Libby for 
making this happen.                                           P.G.                

David Newman’s Funeral                                                          
On Thursday 14th of May at 9am, a Meeting for Worship to 
celebrate the life of David Newman took place at Hereford Crematorium. 
Four members of the family and six others from the Meeting shared the 
silence and ministry. Two pieces of music selected by the family were 
played as we entered the building. "The Lark Ascending" and a Spanish 
piece accompanied us as we left. It was a beautiful clear, hot sunny 
morning and the peace we experienced was felt by us all.                                                   
The funeral director of Cathedral Funeral Services was particularly moved 
by the reading from The Prophet by Khalil Gibran and our collective 
silence.                                                                                               
The Meeting closed with an exchange of smiles instead of handshakes.                                           
Susanna Grunsell 
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Spring in Herefordshire Saturday, a day to relax and 
enjoy, so I set off soon after 9am for a walk up the lane. 
I went past the linear settlement to the open fields full 
of bleating lambs demanding attention, which their 
mums ignored and continued to merrily munch. As I 
reached a high point on the ridge I turned to look at the 
Malverns, a mere outline in the heat haze. Crossing the 
main road to Bromyard was eerily easy – no vehicles 
speeding up the dual lane ascent or whizzing round the 
corner. I stopped at a gateway to look down the valley 
to Stoke Lacy. The new shingle on the church tower 
shimmered in the sunlight. Trees with only a hint of leaf 
appeared sketched onto the landscape. In turn I made 
my own quick sketch of the view with the ridge and 
fields beyond. I took a footpath over rolling pasture that 
reminded me of the Devon hills. Before dipping into a 
coppice I realised I could skim round 360o without 
seeing any human habitation – a pleasing prospect even 
if man’s farming had made the landscape. Deep in the 
woodland there were clumps of violets and primroses 
still blooming. On the more open sunny aspects yellow 
rattle, bluebells and ground ivy had superseded the 
earlier spring flowers. There was a comma butterfly 
perched on a log and along the way I saw tortoiseshell, 
peacocks and orange tips, but the great surprise was a 
red admiral butterfly on the edge of the woodland 
which had probably over-wintered as they are usually 
seen much later in the year. On the last lap of the walk 
over fields it was lovely to hear skylarks with their 
twittering trill, and the occasional mewing of buzzards. 
Just as I arrived at Burley Gate I was welcomed by a 
house martin – a re-assuring sign that summer was on 
the way. This was late March – now we’re into June and 
I’ve still not heard a cuckoo locally – he’s obviously in 
lockdown                                                   Audrey Nunn                 

 

 
QPSW Summer Series:                            
Where our Witness is 
Please join us for a series of online seminars and 
workshops looking at the work QPSW is doing with and 
on behalf of Quakers to build a more peaceful, just and 
sustainable world.                                                                  
 
Quakers and climate justice: an 
introduction                               28 May, 12.30-14.00 
Testimonies in action: opportunities and 
leadings                                      2 June, 10.30-12.00 
Quakers and the peace movement: opportunities and 
challenges                                  11 June, 10.30-12.00 
'Build Back Better': It's time for a new 
economy                                    16 June, 12.30-14.00 
Conversations with Quaker activists                             
Esther Leighton and Sam Do                                                          
Testimonies in action: opportunities and 
leadings                                         2 June, 10.30-12.00                    
Quakers and the peace movement:                    
opportunities and challenges       11 June, 10.30-12.00                                    
'Build Back Better': It's time for a new 
economy                                         16 June, 12.30-14.00                                                       
Conversations with Quaker activists Esther Leighton     
and Sam Donaldson                      25 June, 10.30-12.00                               
Lessons from Kenyan peace activists:                               
how to bring people together for 
change                                              30 June 14.00-15.30.                
Lobbying for a better world          9 July, 12.30-14.00       
Working for peace and justice in Palestine and 
Israel                                                14 July, 14.00-15.30                                           
Can we teach peace?                       24 July, 12.30-14.00                     
Spiritual activism in this moment 28 July, 12.30        -   

Sessions will take place on Zoom. 

You are welcome to join as many or as few sessions as 
you like..                                                                                                        

Click on blue heading for website, more information 
and booking form. 

XR may have gone quiet but it’s not extinct…                                    

 

With mass demonstrations banned during 
lockdown, rebels in The Hague and London found a 
creative alternative- occupying public squares with 
empty shoes. Each pair symbolised a rebel in protest 
- a protest about governmental short-sightedness 
during this pandemic. But they are not the only 
actions    that we should be excited about this 
month.                                                                    
Whether it be the mass symbolism of thousands of 
empty shoes in Trafalgar Square and The Hague, 
shaming a government owned oil company in 
Zagreb, or fake oil spraying the headquarters of a 
polluter supporting bank, rebels are still finding bold 
and brilliant ways to tell the truth while staying 
socially distant. 

Spring in 
Herefordshire                  
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The Church Still Needs to Lead on 
Action on Climate Change                  

A new poll has found that almost half the public believe 
the Government should respond with the same urgency 
to climate change as it has with Covid-19. Forty-eight per 
cent of those polled agreed with this statement, with only 
28 per cent disagreeing                                                                                                                                                                    
The poll, which was carried out by Opinium and 
commissioned by the Compassion in Politics Podcast, 
provides a green light to the Government to take strong 
action to tackle the climate crisis, even as we also tackle 
the coronavirus pandemic.                                                                                                    
At the same time, a YouGov poll commissioned by The 
Royal Society of Arts, found that only nine per cent of the 
population want life to return to normal after lockdown. 
The overwhelming majority, 85 per cent, would like us to 
learn from lockdown and retain some of the personal and 
social changes we have gained, such as cleaner air, 
stronger communities and seeing more wildlife…                 
Matthew Taylor, Chief Executive of the RSA, said: ‘Amid the 
awful news and general doom, we must use this time to 
imagine a better future. This poll shows that the British 
people are increasingly aware that the health of people 
and planet are inseparable and it’s time for radical 
environmental, social, political and economic change.’                                                              

At Operation Noah we believe the Church, as 
stewards of creation, needs to lead on taking drastic 
action on climate change. The pandemic, and subsequent 
lockdown in many countries, is estimated to reduce 
global carbon emissions by 5.5 per cent in 2020, yet 
scientists are calling for cuts of 7.6 per cent every year to 
keep global average temperatures from rising above 
1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. Clearly, we have a long 
way to go. We have joined a number of other 
organisations in calling for a ‘Just Recovery’ from Covid-
19 which puts the welfare of people and planet at its 
heart. Individuals can also sign up to this.                              
Will you join us? 

Something to think about… David Straker 
circulated the above extract from an Operation Noah 
report to CCRG members and the Area Quaker 
Sustainabilty group.  Below are some responses…                         

I am totally dismayed by the beginning of the last paragraph “At 
Operation Noah we believe the Church, as stewards of creation, 
needs to lead on taking drastic action on climate change.” The 
presumption and arrogance of this flawed statement leaves me 
infuriated. The idea that we even think of ourselves as stewards is 
ridiculous, as if we can control Nature. The natural world has no need 
of us to flourish, we are far too self-centred to be able to do anything 
beneficial, the best thing we can do is to keep out of the way.                                                              
I agree that the churches of all denominations need to step up to the 
plate, their voices are still strong and powerful, but as far as THE 
Church (C of E)  goes it is in large part due to the teaching of that same 
church that we have been led into this terrible mess…                                               

                                          Maggie Taylor- Sanders - Almeley 

        

 

I do believe   humanity needs the earth much more that it 
needs us. Humanity has always been arrogant about its ability 
to    control things.  (using human sacrifice and other religious 
means to pretend it has power to influence the Gods who 
control things) With science now we know so much more.                                                                                     
Now humanity has been 'floored' by a virus. No pretend 
political games or playing word games can change what the 
virus does. Medicine is our hope and that is based on science 
and calculation and hard work.                                                                             
No magic words will effect global warming either, only science 
and calculation and actions.                                                                       
But words are very important to pull us all together. They are 
humanities tools to help us psychologically cope with things 
we have to do.                           Barbara Mark - Ludlow 

Hurray, Maggie! Excellent rant. I do so agree. I would go even 
further and say that when we lament the destruction of the 
environment and biodiversity, we are in fact doing so from 
an anthropocentric viewpoint: we want a world in which we 
can live happily. 
Nature is neutral. If there's another super volcanic eruption 
and darkness spreads around the world, some species will 
die but others will flourish. Humankind has become a plague. 
We will either be wiped out through loss of habitat or we will 
learn to adjust. That does mean blending in with rather than 
dominating our environment but does not mean that the 
environment whose loss we are lamenting is perfect. What 
we are really lamenting is the loss of an environment that 
can sustain us. Our view of the environment is (I would 
submit) a highly loaded one.                                                             
Jan Arriens - Clun                                                                      

We abuse nature at our peril and as Jane Goodall said 
‘we trash our only home’. Who in their right senses 
would do that? We all do - none of us is innocent, we 
are all complicit, some wilfully so, but most of us are just 
compliant. I like to think that I am not, but closer 
inspection of my daily life leads towards a different 
conclusion.                                      Jeff Beatty- Almeley 

   ... I agree with the proposition that humanity needs to find 
a new balance with the natural world, and that the past of 
Christianity, and indeed all religions, has been deeply 
destructive. Terms like dominion and stewardship have 
resulted in exploitation and planetary scale damage.                                                                                                      
However talk of just getting out of the way and allowing 
nature to flourish is true in some ways, and less so in others. 
Yes, we need massive rewilding. But we need to feed, clothe 
and provide as good quality of life to all 7.7 billion of us alive 
today. The UN sustainable development goals include 
providing safety, housing, water, electricity to everyone. We 
can do all this in ways that are very much better than at 
present. To do so requires us as a species to cooperate, 
peacefully and practically and in ways that will inevitably 
impact all other species. That gives us a responsibility no 
other species comes close to having. This sounds 
like  'dominion and stewardship', although they  may not be 
helpful terms. Like 'sustainability' the words become used in 
profoundly contradictory ways by various groups with their 
own agendas.                                                                                                  
Richard Priestley- Hereford  
                                                                   What canst thou say? 
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Today 600 people will be diagnosed with leprosy                              

more than 50 of these will be children. 
We work directly with communities in Bangladesh, India, Mozambique and Zimbabwe to find, treat and rehabilitate 
people affected by leprosy.                                                                                                                          
Lepra is a UK charity working for a world without leprosy and supporting those living with this condition LF 
(Lymphatic filariasis).                                                                                                                                    
Leprosy is treatable. WHO state that that a leprosy-free world is achievable with present knowledge and available 
treatments. However, today, over 7 million people are affected by leprosy and 2019, the 20th international 
congress high-lighted a worrying increase in cases not diagnosed till later stages. 

Lepra works in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Zimbabwe, promoting early diagnosis, providing effective 
treatments and practical assistance such as adapted footwear, and enabling fulfilling lifestyles. Skills training and 
grants enable recipients to become independent, play a role in the community and to work, sometimes starting 
their own businesses. Lepra takes health care to remote villages and areas where the condition is prevalent and 
where the journey to the usual medical centre is lengthy and exhausting. The organisation challenges the prejudice 
and discrimination that is often associated with leprosy. Shame and isolation results in acute mental as well as 
physical suffering and can cause people to avoid diagnosis and treatment. Lepra tackles both the disease and the 
stigma and champions the rights of this minority – those with leprosy and LF.  It respects local cultures and works 
with communities; local volunteers and those who self-identify lead the training and education and organise self-
help groups. There are imaginative travelling health vans, using theatre, magic shows, song, music etc to promote 
the message. Work in schools is an important part of Lepra’s work 

COVID-19 emergency appeal. Lepra needs support more than ever now. As Lepra responded positively to the 
appearance of HIV and the aids virus, so it can play a role in the management of covid-19, and is in discussion with 
Indian ministry of health to provide widespread testing, especially mobile testing. Those with leprosy are especially 
at risk due to compromised immune systems and lock-downs make the accessing and providing of treatment more 
difficult.                                                                        

 

June’s Appeal                      
Friends can donate online, 
www.lepra.org.uk, or by phone 01206 
216700.                                                                
It would be helpful if donors mention that 
their donation is in response to Hereford 
Quaker Mtg’s appeal.                                        

Lepra is a registered charity number 
213251.  

 

Editor: pat.gundrey@gmail.com                  
Deadline for July issue 20/6 

Clerk: audrey.nunn@smquakers.co.uk          
For information about Quakers          

2020 Opera North and Isolation 
Odyssey      
Enter the title above into your computer or 
phone.                                                                  
SCROLL DOWN to the screen with the 
arrow to play this wonderful outpouring from 
the furloughed musicians of Opera North all 
playing in their own home.   
The conductor is in a little church in Sweden! 
(My daughter Clare, playing viola, somewhere 
in the middle of the montage.) 
I love to see the children of the timpanist 
covering their ears. 
                                                 Christina Fox 

Mutemwa was established in 
the mid-1930s as a leprosy 
settlement. John Bradburne, 
an English Franciscan Friar, 
arrived in Zimbabwe in the 
1960’s, eager to help people 
affected by leprosy. 

 

Appeals 2019                                                                               

January          Child Soldiers International               £131.00                                                          
February        Campaign Against the Arms Trade    £152.00                                                                          
March            City of Sanctuary                             £158.18                                                       
May                Global Justice Now                         £190.00                                                                            
June                 UK Student Climate Network        £150.00                                                               
July                  Lifelines                                         £165.00                                              
September       Megan Baker House                        £238.00                                
October           St Peter’s Night Shelter                  £280.00                                                          
November       Home Start Herefordshire               £286.00                                                                    

                                                      Total           £1,750.18     

 


